
Hook Norton Parish Council June 2022 

 

Updates on the Allotments and Cemetery Working Group 

 

Allotments: 

 

Objectives: 

 
1. Update on allotment allocations: no further changes to tenants; there are still 

4 people on the waiting list. 

 

2. Rubbish at the allotments: new tenant has raised concerns about the amount 

of rubbish present. This rubbish was not from the previous tenant but the one 

before and comprises several old water butts, wood, bins, 2 large sheets of 

corrugated iron, various plastic bags of rubbish, and plastic sheeting. The 

Chair of the Allotment Association agreed to contact the skip company 

directly. ACTION CLOSED. 

 

3. Repairing of fencing and posts: there are several posts around the edges of 

the allotments which need attention some are rotten and there are concerns 

that someone could themselves as this fencing borders the footpath. The PC 

has checked and has no record of having carried out such repairs in the past. 

Cllr Shepherd took a walk past the allotments on Friday and identified the 

issue with the fence. All of the posts on the north west corner of the lower 

allotment area have rotted off at ground level. The posts in question run all the 

way from the gate to the north west corner and down the western side. These 

are the posts that, along with the galvanised wire attached to them, define the 

allotment boundary. And concluded this is a Parish Council issue that needs 

addressing. Cllr Wilson offered to ask D White or D Randall to help repair 

the posts.  

 
Cemetery and Churchyard: 

 

Objectives: 

 

4. Gates: Cemetery gate has now been repaired. PC were requested to arrange 

for the previous notices that were on the cemetery gates prior to their repair to 

be replaced. Cllr Porter has organised for these to be replaced.  

 

5. Identify stonewaller to repair churchyard wall: Cllr Nathan M referenced 

subcontractors he is aware of that could carry out this work. There is an issue 

with availability of stone. Cllr Noviss suggested another stone-waller E 

Sainvet to contact.  

 


